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“Curiosity is the essence of our 
existence.”



WHAT IS IT?
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Technology for use in travel or activities beyond Earth's atmosphere, for 
purposes such as spaceflight or space exploration.

It includes:
● Space vehicles
● Deep-space communication
● In-space propulsion

Of the sciences, astronomy and Earth science benefit from space technology. 
New technologies originating with or accelerated by space-related endeavors 
are often subsequently exploited in other economic activities.

WHAT IS SPACE 
TECHNOLOGY?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astronautics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spaceflight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_exploration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outline_of_astronomy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outline_of_earth_science


HISTORY OF SPACE 
TECHNOLOGY
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HISTORY OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY

1957 1969

19611957

Satellite that carried 
a living creature, a 
dog named Laika

First human in space 
Yuri Gagarin; who made 
one orbit around Earth.

Neil Armstrong became the 
first human to set foot on 

the moon.

The Soviet Union sent 
the first piece of 

technology to space 
(Sputnik 1).



HISTORY OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY

1971 2012

19971970

First space station, Soviet 
Salyut 1 station

Voyager 1, first artificial 
object to leave the solar 

system.

First robotic lunar rover 
to land on the moon, 
Lunokhod 1; from the 

Soviet Union

First Rover on Mars, Sojourner 
(Mars Pathfinder’s Sojourner 

Rover)



HAZARDS CAUSED BY 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY
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The possibilities in which space technology can malfunction are 
very high, since there are numerous factors that affect the 
stability of this technology such as:

● Space Dust
● Collisions
● Incorrect orbit 
● Internal problems 

HAZARDS CAUSED BY 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY



USES
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Spaceflight
● Any type of flight beyond Earth’s atmosphere.

● Earth’s gravitational attraction was one of the major obstacles 
to spaceflight. Because even though scientists might have the 
right calculations, a spacecraft needs a lot of power to go by 
these calculations.

● The purpose of spaceflight is to search for habitable worlds 
away from Earth, possibly leading to the discovery of present or 
past life on other planets; to develop new technologies; to 
inspire children to study and seek careers in science, 
technology, engineering



Space exploration

● Investigation by means of crewed and uncrewed spacecraft, of 
the reaches of the universe beyond Earth’s atmosphere and the 
use of the information so gained to increase knowledge of the 
cosmos and benefit humanity.

● The first mayor event in space exploration was the launch of 
Sputnik 1, the first artificial Earth satellite that was created by 
the Soviet Union.

● It helps to address fundamental questions about our place in 
the Universe and the history of our solar system. With it we 
expand technology, and create new industries.

https://www.britannica.com/technology/spacecraft
https://www.britannica.com/science/universe
https://www.britannica.com/place/Earth
https://www.britannica.com/science/Cosmos-astronomy


Space vehicles 

● Vehicle or machine designed to fly in outer space

● Types of space vehicles
○ Spacecrafts
○ Satellites 
○ Space stations 

● They are used for a variety of purposes, including 
communications, Earth observation, meteorology, navigation, 
space colonization, planetary exploration, and transportation 
of humans and cargo.

Most recognized space vehicles are rockets.



Deep-space communication

● Laser space communication system in development meant to 
improve communications performance 10 to 100 times over the 
current radio frequency technology without incurring increases in 
mass, volume or power.

● It works by the use of the Deep Space Network (DSN), a collection of 
big radio antennas; where a spacecraft sends info and pictures back 
to Earth. The antennas also receive details about where the 
spacecraft are and how they are doing.

● It is also used to send instructions to a spacecraft. 



In-space Propulsion
● In-space propulsion is the use propulsion systems used in space and 

should not be confused with space launch or atmospheric entry. 
○ Basically spacecraft propulsion but in space. 

■ Spacecraft propulsion = method used to accelerate 
spacecraft and artificial satellites

● Most spacecraft today are propelled by heating the reaction mass 
and allowing it to flow out the back of the vehicle.
○ This sort of engine is called a rocket engine. 
○ Basically; use a rocket engine to throw mass one way, get 

propelled the other way.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_launch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_entry


SERVICES
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The task of weather prediction is called weather forecasting. Its 
purpose is to prepare us for future weather conditions. weather 
forecasting consists of three steps:

● observation and analysis
● Deducing the future state of the atmosphere
● prediction of particular variables 

Wind vanes, weather balloons and weather satellites are some 
of the tools used in weather forecasting.

Weather forecasting



Remote sensing consists of detecting the physical 
characteristics of an area at a distance using emitted and 
reflected radiation. Special cameras are used, typically from 
satellites and aircrafts, to collect images. These images reveal 
characteristics about the Earth such as:

● Changes in Topography 
● Cloud and weather patterns 
● Growing cities

Remote sensing



Satellite Navigation works with a network of satellite that 
transmit radio signals to Earth . Satellite navigation is 
commonly used for transportation guidance. Some examples 
are:

● Global Positioning System (GPS)
● GLONASS  (Russian)
● Galileo (Europe)
● BeiDou (China)

Collectively, these satellite constellations and their 
augmentations are called Global Navigation Satellite Systems 
(GNSS).

Satellite navigation 



Satellite television is a broadcast delivery based on using space 
satellites to deliver signals. Companies make use of satellites 
by beaming signals up to satellites and delivering it to 
customers via the use of receiving equipment such as:

● Satellite dishes
● Converters
● Receivers

Satellite television helps transport signals to places where 
customers may not be served by cable television.

Satellite television 



GROUNDBREAKING 
INVENTIONS
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There are some groundbreaking technological inventions  that have 
influenced mankind's lives some of these are:

Satellites: Able to transmit signals faster and wider throughout the 
world letting us have GPS as a source for navigation.

Kepler spacecraft: Able to observe our galaxy's many stars and 
planet leping understand our place in the universe.

International Space Station (ISS): Beginning in the 2000s it's the 
first orbital space habitat designed for long term visits. It helps us 
learn about what the side effects of space life both psychologically 
and physically. 

GROUNDBREAKING 
INVENTIONS



DISCOVERIES MADE 
WITH SPACE 
TECHNOLOGY
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Along the years scientists have been able to make various 
important discoveries thanks to space technology such as:

● Millions of new galaxies
● Discovery of the compound phosphine on Venus (this 

represents a possibility of life on the planet).
● H20 found outside of Earth.

These are just a few of the MANY discoveries made throughout 
years. 

DISCOVERIES MADE BY 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY



NASA’S INFLUENCE
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The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has become 
of the most relevant space agencies in recent times. Their 
mission is to develop space technology to continue making 
discoveries to further expand our knowledge of space. NASA is 
led by Administrator Bill Nelson.

NASA offers many opportunities to encourage young minds to 
take interests in their missions. 

NASA



ELON MUSK
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● Elon musk is known for founding the company Spacex. A 
company of aerospace design and manufacturing that has   
has already made name of itself being the very first 
company to ship cargo to the international space station in 
2012.

● Other accomplishments is the self landing version of the 
falcon 9 a spacex rocket  and the cre dragon a spaceship  
that will fly astronauts to the (ISS).

Elon Musk 



REFERENCES
● Weather Forecasting

● Predicting the Weather: Tools, Maps & Symbols

● The Future of Human Spaceflight: Objectives and Policy Implications in a 
Global Context

● Science/spaceflight

● Science/space-exploration

● Nasa.gov/exploration/why we explore

● spacecraft_propulsion.htm

https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/articles/teaching-content/weather-forecasting/
https://study.com/academy/lesson/predicting-the-weather-tools-maps-symbols.html
https://www.amacad.org/publication/future-human-spaceflight-objectives-and-policy-implications-global-context/section/5
https://www.britannica.com/science/spaceflight
https://www.britannica.com/science/space-exploration#ref237024
https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/whyweexplore/why_we_explore_main.html#.YVJdTGZKhQI
https://www.sciencedaily.com/terms/spacecraft_propulsion.htm


REFERENCES
● What is remote sensing and what is it used for?

● Innovative_technology

● 9 epic-space-discoveries-of-2020.html

● What is Satellite Television (Satellite TV)? - Definition from Techopedia

● Satellite Navigation - GPS - How It Works

https://www.google.com.pr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiM5rrtvZ3zAhW3SjABHQ8BA0wQFnoECBUQAw&url=https://www.usgs.gov/faqs/what-remote-sensing-and-what-it-used&usg=AOvVaw3JV7w1q-rqFnJJQeNry6wf
https://www.google.com.pr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiM5rrtvZ3zAhW3SjABHQ8BA0wQFnoECBUQAw&url=https://www.usgs.gov/faqs/what-remote-sensing-and-what-it-used&usg=AOvVaw3JV7w1q-rqFnJJQeNry6wf
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/benefits/innovative_technology
https://www.livescience.com/epic-space-discoveries-of-2020.html
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/9259/satellite-television-satellite-tv
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/techops/navservices/gnss/gps/howitworks/
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